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The Relation of Urology to Other Specialties or The Problem of the Tight Little Island, American Urology Association Lecture. Feb 70: 7-12

MERCHAM, WILLIAM F.
Report of American Board of Neurological Surgery to A.C.S. Board of Regents. Feb 70: 87-88
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NOEB, RUDOLPH J.

OWEN, JOSEPH K.
The Effect of Ordinances on Emergency Ambulance Service. Feb 71: 7-11

PAETON, P.
Community Emergency Care Advisory Councils. Jan 70: 19-21

PAPINEAU, LOUIS J.

PEMBERTON, L. BEATY
Diagnosis: Ca . . . Should We Tell the Truth? Mar 71: 7-13

PORTERFIELD, JOHN D.
A Brief Discourse on the Current Status and Future Anticipation of the Joint Commission. Dec 71: 13-14, 23

PRICE, CHARLES F.
Malpractice Insurance—Past, Present, and the Uncertain Future. June 70: 11-14

RAHMAN, CHANDAN
National Health Policies for Improving the Care of the Surgical Patient. Presidential Address. Dec 71: 7-10

RICHARDSON, ELLIOT L.
We Cannot Strive for Anything Less. Martin Memorial Lecture. Jan 71: 17-22

ROBBINS, GUY F. reviewer
Ecology of the Cancer Patient. Feb 71: 31

RUSKIN, ROBERT F.
Mechanisms for Establishing Safety Standards for Biomedical Instrumentation. Feb 70: 17

SABBIN, DAVID C.
Contributions to Surgical Forum are Requested. Jan 70: 23; Jan 71: 26-29

STEPHENSON, GEORGE W.
The American College of Surgeons and Graduate Education in Surgery (with Appendices and Index). May 71: 1-61

STEPHENSON, HUGH E.
The Teaching of Emergency Medical Care in Medical Schools in the U.S. and Canada. Feb 70: 7-11

STEVENSON, OWEN H.
New Sterilization and Set-Up Technique for Operating Room. Mar 70: 17-22

TERRY, HERBERT L.

UMAN, GUILLERMO
A Letter from Colombia. Dec 70: 31-32

VANNEMAN, EDGAR, JR.

VANNEMAN, EDGAR, JR.
The Legal Status of Medical Device Regulation. Feb 70: 15-16

WANGENSTEIN, OWEN H.
Is There a Need for an Interdisciplinary Forum in Our Family of Surgeons? Feb 70: 12-15

WATSON, FRANCIS R. (See Cook, Galen B.)
WHITEFIELD, WILLIS W. (See Goodrich, Edward O., Jr.)
WILSON, FRANK C.
Orthopedic Education in England. April 70: 17-18

WONG, JULIO CESAR (See Ziperman, H. Haskell)
WOHL, WALTER P.
Report of American Board of Otolaryngology to A.C.S. Board of Regents. Feb 70: 69; Feb 71: 86-87

ZIEPFA, ROBERT, and ZUIDEMA, GEORGE D.
Surgical Education in Medical Schools. July-Aug 71: 87-88, 88

ZUIDEMA, GEORGE D. (See Ziepfa, Robert)
A Medical History of the Isthmus of Panama. June 71: 14-18
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Science and societal expectations. Handler, Philip. Martin Memorial Lecture. Jan 8-16
"Yes, but how much is it going to cost?" Dec 7-9

SURGICAL FACILITIES
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Director's memo—Procedural terminology. Sept-Oct 82-83
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Report of the American Board of Thoracic Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 42+43

TRAUMA
The ACS Committee on Trauma 1922-72. Hampton, Oscar P., Jr. June 7-13
Disaster planning in a metropolitan area. Conrad, Marshall B., Klippel, Allen F. May 19-22
Fifty years' progress in abdominal injuries. Fitts, William T., Jr. Jr. June 17-20
Fifty years' progress in burns. Moncrief, John A. June 14-16
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FARRINGTON, J.D.

FLOCKS, Rubin H.

GOODRICH, Edward O., et al

HANLEY, Patrick H.

HANLON, C. Rollins
The physician's assistant. Feb., 34.
Discipline and due process. April, 31.
Continuing education. May, 38.
Surgical privileges in hospitals. June, 30.
The Secretary's Commission on Medical malpractice. July, 30.
The surgeon's assistant. Aug., 63.
Fellowship of Surgeons. Sept., 30.
The Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities. Oct., 74.
Report from the Director to the Fellows. Dec., 13, 34, 38.
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KURZE, Theodore
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American Boards in the Surgical Specialties
Reports from nine American boards in the surgical specialties to the ACS Board of Regents. Jan: 21-28.

American College of Surgeons (Administration only; other activities by name)
1973 Annual meeting:
Chairman of the Board of Regents reports to Fellows. Dec: 12, 14 & 15.
Chairman of the Board of Governors reports to Fellows. Dec: 13, 15.
Director of ACS reports to Fellows. Dec: 13, 15.
Board of Governors:
Summaries of discussion groups at the annual meeting of the Board of Governors. Feb: 22-25.
Governors elect new officers at October, 1973 meeting. Dec: 3.

Board of Regents:
Highlights of the February 1973 Board of Regents meeting. Apr: 3.
Regents adopt resolution on automobile safety. Apr: 5.
Regents issue definition of a surgical specialist. Jun: 3.

Finance:

Birolini, Dario, MD, FACS

Bulloch, Dario, MD, FACS

Bulletin of the American College of Surgeons

Cancer (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
Cancer programs approved by the American College of Surgeons as of January 1, 1973. Apr: 12-23.
ACS Cancer department releases film on registry organization. Jun: 5.
A report of activities from the Cancer Advisory Committee: Special Listing Project of JCAH. Jul: 18-20.
A study of U.S. hospital tumor registries with emphasis on data processing facilities. Mar: 7-11.

Continued
Categorization of hospitals for cancer program approval by the Commission on Cancer, American College of Surgeons, Sept: 11-12.

Supplement to the list of cancer programs approved by ACS, as of April 15, 1973. Sept: 26-27.

Candidates, ACS

How to improve candidate and initiate participation in chapter activities. Jul: 16.

Cine Clinics (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Circulation, Cerebral

Clinical Congress
Course in scientific communication. May: 35, Jul: 5.


Congress convenes this month, diversified program set. Oct: 3.

Medical students invited to attend Congress. Oct: 3.


Clinitapes, ACS

Congress sessions will be recorded. Oct: 5.

Colon and Rectal Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Colon and Rectal Surgery replaces Proctology as Fellowship classification. Dec: 35.

Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities—CPHA


Committees, ACS
Subcommittee on control of surgical infections of the Pre and Post-Operative Care committee seeks problems, issues for new manual. Apr: 23.

Standing committees. May: 24-29.

State and provincial advisory committees. May: 30-32.

Director's Memos
Review & Prospect. Jan: 34.

The Physician's Assistant, Feb: 34.

The Case for American Medicine, Mar: 30.


Continuing Education. May: 38.


The Secretary's Commission on Medical Malpractice. Jul: 30.


Fellowship of Surgeons. Sep: 30.


Directory of the American College of Surgeons
ACS announces change in Directory distribution, name. Apr: 5.

Education
Continuing:


Continuing education. The Director's Memo. May: 38.

Three chapters, ACS sponsor workshop on Surgery of Peptic Ulcer and Biliary Tract Disease. Dec: 5.

Graduate:

Supplement to 1972 list of approved programs of graduate education. Apr: 28-29.

Approved programs of graduate education in general surgery and in surgical specialties. Oct: 30-73.


Credentialing in graduate education in surgery. Mar: 12-23.


Postgraduate:

(See Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Surgical:


The Effect of the three-year medical school curriculum on undergraduate surgical education. Sept: 14-25.

6 of 10 medical schools require or offer a course in medical jurisprudence. Aug: 5.


Fellows

Discipline:

College procedures in expelling a Fellow upheld by United States Court of Appeals. Apr: 3-4.


College announces disciplinary actions. Sept: 3.


Gelin, Lars-Erik
Four surgeons to receive honorary Fellowship in ACS, Oct: 6.

Citation of Honorary Fellowship. Dec: 18.

Continued
John H. Gibbon, Jr. Lecture, 1972

Gonzalez-Revilla, Antonio
Four surgeons to receive honorary Fellowship in ACS. Oct: 6.
Citation of Honorary Fellowship. Dec: 19.

Government-Medical Relations
College testifies before senate group on behalf of proposed EMS bill. May: 3+.
The Secretary's Commission on Medical Malpractice. Jul: 3, 30.

Graham, Evarts A.
Evarts A. Graham: a benign paradox. Blades, Brian B.

Health Care

History
An acknowledgement of the 60th anniversary of the American College of Surgeons. May: 7-9+.
Fellowship of Surgeons. The Director's Memo. Sept: 30.

Initiates
How to improve candidate and Initiate participation in chapter activities. Jul: 16.

International Relations
'Surgical Care 1973' in Dublin. Feb: 5.
5th Pahlavi congress in Iran. May: 5.
ACS meets with English speaking members of International Federation of Surgical Colleges. Jun: 4.

Kay, Sir Andrew Watt
Four surgeons to receive honorary fellowship in ACS. Oct: 6.
Citation of Honorary Fellowship. Dec: 17.

Martin Memorial Lecture, 1972
Matas, Rudolph

Medical Motion Pictures (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Trauma:
Trauma motion pictures available for purchase. Feb: 26-27.

Cancer:
Cancer department releases film on registry organization. Jun: 5+.

Meyer-Schwick, Gerd R.E.
Four surgeons to receive honorary Fellowship in ACS. Oct: 6.
Citation of Honorary Fellowship. Dec: 18.

Neurological Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
ACS is third member of residency review committee for neurological surgery. Jul: 3.

Nursing
OR nurses urged: "be social activists". May: 6.

Obstetrics and Gynecology (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Operating Room Environment

Ophthalmic Surgery (See Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Orthopaedic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Otolaryngologic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Patient Relations

Peer Review and PSRO
The role of the consumer and physician in peer review. Jul: 15.

Physicians Assistant
The Director's Memo. Feb: 34.

Plastic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Continued
Proctologic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program and Colon and Rectal Surgery)

Colon and Rectal Surgery replaces Proctology as Fellowship classification. Dec: 35.

Professional Liability
The Secretary's Commission on Medical Malpractice, The Director's Memo, Jul: 30.
Professional liability—an overview, Sep: 13.

Publications, ACS
Surgical Forum, Jan: 30.
Early Care of the Injured Patient, Feb: 33.
Bulletin, Mar: 3.
Directory, Apr: 5.
Manual on Control of Infection in Surgical Patients, Apr: 23.
Yearbook, Apr: 5, Jul: 8.
Fellowship of Surgeons. Sep: 30.

Relicensing and Recertification
Illinois may require continuing education for re-licensing MDs. Mar: 6.
Surgical manpower distribution, job placement and recertification, Jul: 17.

Scholarship, ACS

Scudder Orations (See Trauma)

Socio-Economics
The Case for American Medicine, The Director's Memo. Mar: 30.

Spring Meeting

Staff, ACS
Hawley, Paul H.: Hawley Army Hospital dedicated in Indiana. Sep: 4.
College staff members introduced to CPHA. Sep: 3.
Cohen, Sara Barr
Obituary. Nov: 3.

Stephenson, George W. George W. Stephenson receives 1973 ACS Distinguished Service Award. Dec: 5.

George W. Stephenson assumes new responsibilities at College. Dec: 5.

Surgeon's Assistant
Essentials of an approved educational program for the surgeon's assistant, established by the American College of Surgeons. Aug: 58-61.

Surgical Care

Surgical Education and Self Assessment Program—SESAP (See also Education)
Critique: Jan: 5, 29; Feb: 4, 32; Mar: 6, 26+; correction: Apr: 5; May: 4, 22; Jul: 5, 29; Aug: 4, 7; Sep: 4, 10; Oct: 5, 6; Dec: 6, 31.
Spring Meeting. Feb: 3.
Review course at Ohio State in September. Aug: 5.

Surgical Forum (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
Contributions to 1973 Surgical Forum are requested. Jan: 30+.

Telecasts of Surgical Procedures (See Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Thoracic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Trauma (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

ACS surgery departments to sponsor 16 trauma seminars in next 2 years. Feb: 3+.
Twelve trauma motion pictures available for purchase. Feb: 25-27.
College testifies before senate group on behalf of proposed emergency medical service bill. May: 3+.
Department of HEW published synopsis of state emergency medical statutes. May: 6.
J. D. Farrington receives 1973 Surgeon's Award from NSC. Dec: 6.

Urology (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Yearbook
Directory changes name. Apr: 5.

Young Surgeons
Schedule of March meeting. Jan: 3.
Author (first named) index

Ankeney, Jay L.

Ashbaugh, David G., et al

Beck, William C., et al
Diagnostic x-ray in the operating room and the new federal regulations. Nov 14.

Bonfiglio, Michael

Bouzarth, William F., et al
A guide to the evaluation of serious head injuries. Feb 21.

Coleman, Sherman S.

Davis, William M.
The role of the private practice surgeon specializing in the management of trauma. Nov 10.

DeWeese, David D.

Douglas, Gordon W.

Drucker, William R.
How to submit contributions to the 1974 Surgical Forum. Jan 34.

Dubos, René
Medical utopias and the environment. Nov 19.

Hanbury, Euclid M., Jr.
How a small town in Maine solved the maldistribution problem. Sep 20.

Hanlon, C. Rollins
The FACS group insurance program. Feb 34.
Professional Standards Review Organizations. Mar 34.
The surgeon’s assistant—updated. Apr 31.
Spring meetings. May 34.
Implementation of PSRO—May 9, 1974 statement of the AC before the subcommittee on health of the U.S. Senate finance committee. Jul 20.
The Medical Liability Commission. Jul 34.

Increase in dues. Aug 63.
Physician manpower. Sep 30.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. Oct 66.
ACS National Conference on Continuing Education. Nov 35.
1974 report from the director to the Fellows. Dec 17.

Harrison, J. Hartwell

Hendrix, James H.

Hickey, Robert C.
1974 report from the Chairman of the B/G to the Fellows. Dec 17.

Hugo, George J.

Jarman, W. Dabney

Jordan, George L.

Kurze, Theodore

Leader, Abel J.

Longmire, William P., Jr.
1973 report from the President to the B/G. Feb 13.

Marzoni, Francis A.

McLaughlin, Charles W., Jr.
Here dwells our strength. Nov 7.

Nick, William V.
Informed consent—the new decisions. May 12.

Patino, José Felix, et al
PAFAMS and ACS: an example of international medical relations. Sep 23.

Paulison, Donald L.

Pemberton, L. Beaty
Surgical privileges for retirement age surgeons in a community hospital. Apr 12.

Randall, Clyde L.

Continued
Reemtsma, Keith

Schwartz, Harry

Shively, Franklin L., Jr.
A report from the B/G's committee on professional liability. Mar 20.

Stern, W. Eugene

Stinchfield, Frank E.

Sullivan, Eugene S.

Thomas, Lewis
The future impact of science and technology on medicine. Jun 25.

Warren, Richard, et al

Willet, David E.
Malpractice claims—will they increase or decrease with PSROs? May 7.

Cancer
2nd supplement to Jan 1, 1973 list of cancer programs approved by ACS. Jan 24.
—Cancer programs approved by ACS as of Jan 1, 1974, Apr 18.
—1st supplement to Jan 1, 1974 list of cancer programs approved by ACS. Jul 31.

Chiropractic

Cine Clinics
Special program marks 25 years of Cine Clinics. Sep 3.

Clinical Congress
—Addendum to motion pictures for 1974 Clinical Congress. Sep 27.

Clinitapes, ACS

Cohen, Sara Barr
Scholarship to honor memory of Sara Barr Cohen. Apr 5.

Colon and Rectal Surgery
—Special requirements for graduate education in colon and rectal surgery. Oct 15.

Committees, ACS
Standing committees of the ACS, 1974; duties and membership. Mar 27.

Continuing education
ACS National Conference on Continuing Education. Hanlon, CR. Nov 35.

Director's memo
The group insurance program. Feb 34.
Professional Standards Review Organizations. Mar 34.
The surgeon's assistant—updated. Apr 31.
Spring meetings. May 34.
The Medical Liability Commission. Jul 34.
Increase in dues. Aug 63.
Physician manpower. Sep 30.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. Oct 65.
ACS National Conference on Continuing Education. Nov 35.

Disciplinary action

Distinguished Service Award, ACS
Dues, Fellowship

Endowment fund, ACS
Chapters donate to ACS Endowment Fund. Dec 4.
Evans, Joseph P.
... appointed assistant director, international liaison, ACS staff. Dec 6.

Fellows deceased
Jan 33.
— Mar 25.
— Jun 20.
— Jul 25.
— Sep 28

Fellowship requirements
Requirements for ACS Fellowship modified by Board of Regents. Nov 3.

Financial report, ACS

Foreign medical graduates

Governors, ACS
— Roster of the Board of Governors. Sep 3.
— 1973 report to the Board of Governors from the President of the College; Welch, CE. Feb 13.
— Elect new officers, members of executive committee. Dec 3.
— 1974 report of the Chairman of the Board of Governors to the Fellows; Hickey, RC. Dec 17.

Graduate education
Supplement to October 1973 list of approved programs of graduate education in surgery and the surgical specialties. Apr 16.
— Canadian Hospitals. Oct 63.

Grants
Ethicon presents grant to ACS to support programs. Dec 5.

Group insurance, ACS
The Group Insurance Program; Hanlon, CR. Feb 34.
Questions and answers concerning the FACS group insurance program. Apr 30. Jul 19.

Guidelines for screening
Twelve proposed general surgical guidelines for screening. Mar 3, 7.

— Seven proposed vascular surgical guidelines for screening. Jun 3, 6.

Hering, Alexander Chandlee
... joins ACS staff as assistant director, professional relations (trauma). Jun 3.

Hill, Charles F.
... joins ACS staff as cancer field surveyor. Nov 5.

Holden, William D.
... receives 1974 ACS Distinguished Service Award. Dec 5.

Hospitals
CPHA publishes two books on length of stay. Mar 6.
— CPHA develops list of 347 hospital diagnosis groups. May 6.

Infection
Infection control text prepared by ACS committee. Oct 3.

International
— Ireland College of Surgeons seeks building expansion aid. Nov 4.

International Federation of Surgical Colleges
... reorganizes duties of president's office, moves secretary's office to Scotland. May 4.
— Announcement of 1975 meeting. Sep 5.

International relations
The Pan American Federation of Associations of Medical-Schools and the ACS: an example of international medical relations; Patino, JF. Sep 23.
— J.P. Evans appointed assistant director, international relations, ACS staff. Dec 6.

International scholar

Ireland
Ireland College of Surgeons seeks building expansion aid. Nov 4.

Israel

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
Director's memo. Hanlon, CR. Oct 66.

Joint Conference of Surgical Colleges

Continued
Latin America


—The Pan American Federation of Associations of Medical Schools and the ACS: an example of international medical relations; Patino, JF. Sep 23.


Lectures


—1974 Spring Meeting: Future impact of science and technology on medicine; Thomas, L. Jun 25.

—1974 Presidential Address: Here dwells our strength; McLaughlin, CW. Nov 7.

—1974 Martin Memorial: Medical utopias and the environment; Dubos, R. Nov 19.


Maldistribution of physicians

How a small town in Maine solved the maldistribution problem; Hanbury, EM. Sep 20.

Manpower (see also, Surgical Manpower)
The surgeon’s assistant; Hanlon, CR. Apr 31.

—Physician manpower; Hanlon, CR. Sep 30.

McLaughlin, Charles W., Jr. . . . assumes presidency of ACS. Dec 3.

McVay, Chester B. . . . elected to ACS Board of Regents. Dec 4.

Medical devices

ACS approves new committee to study field of medical devices. Apr 3.


Neurological surgery


—Special requirements for graduate education in neurological surgery. Oct 16.

—1974 report of ABNS to ACS Regents; Stern, WE. Dec 22.

Obstetrics and gynecology


—1974 report of ABOG to ACS Regents; Randall, CL. Dec 25.

Officers, ACS

H. William Scott, Jr. chosen president-elect of ACS; other 1975–76 officers named. Dec 3.

Operating room

ACS committee on operating room environment to publish O.R. bibliography. Oct 3.


—A bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. Nov 25.

—Four new subcommittees named for ACS committee on O.R. environment. Apr 5.

Orthopaedic surgery

1973 report of ABOS to ACS Regents; Coleman, SS. Jan 22.


Otolaryngology

1973 report of ABO to ACS Regents; DeWeese, DD. Jan 26.

—Special requirements for graduate education in otolaryngology. Oct 16.

—1974 report of ABO to ACS Regents; DeWeese, DD. Dec 26.

Pediatric surgery


Plastic surgery

1973 report of ABPS to ACS Regents; Hendrix, JH. Jan 18.

—Special requirements for graduate education in plastic surgery. Oct 18.

—1974 report of ABPS to ACS Regents; Marzoni, FA. Dec 23.

Professional liability

Report from ACS Governors’ committee on professional liability; Shively, FL. Mar 20.

—PSRO; Hanlon, CR. Mar 34.


—Malpractice claims—will they increase or decrease with PSRO? Willett, DE. May 7.

—Informed consent—the new decisions; Nick, WV. May 12.

—Questions and answers from the 1974 Spring Meeting. May 15.

—The law of informed consent; an analysis prepared by the Medical Liability Commission. May 21.


—The Medical Liability Commission; Hanlon, CR. Jul 34.

Professional standards


PSRO (see professional liability)

Publications, ACS


—catalog of trauma audio-visual aids prepared by ACS. Aug 4.

Regents, ACS


—elect Chester B. McVay; reelect five others to membership. Dec 4.

—1974 report of Chairman of B/R to the Fellows; Stinchfield, FE. Dec 17.
Registry, organ transplant
Third scientific (and 11th human renal) report.
Jan 3.

Reports, ACS
Jul 27.
—1974 report of Chairman of B/R to Fellows; Stinchfield, FE. Dec 17.
—1974 report of Chairman of B/G to Fellows; Hickey, RC. Dec 17.
—1974 report of Director of ACS to Fellows; Hanlon, CR. Dec 17.
Rodas, Edgar
... named 1974 ACS international scholar. Jul 6.

Sabiston, David C., Jr.
... elected Chairman of ACS Board of Governors.
Dec 3.

Scholarships
ACS announces scholarship award. Sep 3.
—Schering presents $15,000 to ACS for three scholarships. Dec 8. (see also, Jan 5).

SESAP
Surgical Education and Self-Assessment Program of ACS completes 3-year enrollment period; sequel ready in fall 1974. May 3.

SESAP II
Prospectus mailing launches SESAP II. July 3, 7.

SOSSUS
ACS, ASA announce Study on Surgical Services for the United States report release schedule. Mar 3.

Spring Meeting, ACS
—Spring Meetings. Hanlon, CR. May 34.

Standards

Surgery
1973 report of ABS to ACS Regents; Reemtsma, K. Jan 18.
—special requirements for graduate education in surgery. Oct 18.

Surgical education

Surgical Forum
Contributions to 1974 Surgical Forum are requested. Jan 34.

Surgical manpower (see also, Manpower)
Summary of symposium from 1973 Clinical Congress. Feb 16.

Surgical privileges
Surgical privileges for retirement-age surgeons in a community hospital; Pemberton, LB. Apr 12.

Trauma
A guide to the evaluation of serious head injuries. Feb 21.
—Catalog of audio-visual aids in trauma prepared by ACS. Aug 4.
—Role of the private-practice surgeon specializing in the management of trauma; Davis, WM. Nov 16.

Trauma, ACS Committee on
Robert W. Gillespie appointed chairman. Apr 3.
—Henry P. Limbacher receives 1974 Meritorious Achievement Award from ACS C/T. May 5.
—ACS C/T holds two-day planning conference. Jul 5.

Thoracic surgery
1973 report of ABTS to ACS Regents; Paulson, DL. Jan 19.
—1974 report of ABTS to ACS Regents; Ankeney, JL. Dec 24.

Urology
1973 report of ABU to ACS Regents; Harrison, JH. Jan 23.
—Special requirements for graduate education in urology. Oct 21.

Vascular surgery
Seven proposed vascular surgical guidelines for screening. Jun 3, 5.

X-ray

Yearbook, ACS

Young surgeons

Zollinger, Robert M.
... honored at Ohio State University College of Medicine. Jul 4.
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BALLANTINE, TH, Jr., et al: Financing surgical care: an international overview. May, 7-17

BECK, WC and MEYER, KK: The tumor registry as therapy. June, 28


BERNARD, HR and BECK, WC: Operating room barriers—idealism, practicality, and the future. September, 16

DEVITT, JE and IRONSIDE, M: Difficulties in applying patient care audit to surgeons. May, 18-21

DTRIVPSY, JE: Look back for tomorrow (1975 Martin Memorial Lecture). December, 9-14

DWYER, WA, Jr.: Criteria evaluation of emergency room medical care. September, 10-15

DURRANT, JK: The government of the College (director's memo). December, 15-18


GERRISH, EW: Continuing education. June, 80

GASTON, SR: The role of leadership in the quality of fracture care (1975 Scudder Oration on Trauma). November, 16-23

GARRISON, WP, Jr.: Citation presenting Prof. D.J. Du Plessis for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 16

HAUG, JN: A review of women in surgery. September, 21-23

LONGMIRE, WP, Jr.: Citation presenting Prof. Boris V. Petrovsky for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 14


MUeller, WH: Citation presenting Prof. Shigeru Sakakibara for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 16

MURRAY, JE: Citation presenting Sir Benjamin K. Rank for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 13+14

NYHUS, LM: Citation presenting Prof. John Cedric Goligher for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 14

O'CONNELL, J: Bypassing medical malpractice claims by contract. September, 7-9

PADDEN, E: Summary of the conference on the first postdoctoral year, held February 22, 1975. July, 18+19

RICHARDS, JK: The role of leadership in the quality of fracture care (1975 Scudder Oration on Trauma). November, 16-23

RICHARDS, JK: October 1975 supplement to bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. November, 27-29

SABISTON, DC, Jr.: 1975 report of chairman of Board of Governors to Fellows. December, 16+17

SPARKMAN, RS: J. Marion Sims: woman's surgeon and more. March, 7-11

SPENCER, FC: Contributions to 1975 Surgical Forum are requested. January, 20+21

STINCHFIELD, FE: December 30, 1974, letter to ACS Fellows in New York State. February, 31

STINCHFIELD, FE: December 30, 1974, letter to ACS Fellows in New York State. February, 31

WEINBERGER, CW: Summary of December 27, 1974, statement on medical malpractice insurance. February, 81

WICKSTROM, J: Education in trauma: the surgeon's responsibility (1974 Scudder Oration on Trauma). April, 7-14

ZOLLINGER, RM: Citation presenting Prof. Boris V. Petrovsky for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 15
Test your knowledge . . .

Answer to SESAP II
Item on page, 5

All the conditions listed may produce a localized peritonitis in the right lower quadrant of the abdomen, but if these symptoms occur suddenly in a woman of childbearing age who has had a normal temperature and who also exhibits signs of hypovolemia, the diagnosis most strongly suggested would be ruptured ectopic pregnancy (C).

Acute appendicitis is usually more insidious in onset and is often associated with a slightly elevated temperature. Acute pyelonephritis and acute salpingitis are febrile illnesses and are not usually associated with hypovolemia. A perforated ulcer ordinarily produces signs of a more generalized peritonitis.

Reference:

NOTICE: this is one of 750 items that comprise SESAP II, the College's second Surgical Education and Self-Assessment Program. To learn more about the program, write: SESAP II; c/o American College of Surgeons; 55 East Erie Street; Chicago, Ill. 60611.
SUBJECT INDEX

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Board of Regents
Report of October 1974 meeting of B/R. January, 3&4
Bylaws amended to protect College Regents and Officers. January, 31
Report of February 1975 meeting of B/R. May, 3&6
Report of June 1975 meeting of B/R. September, 3&4
Four new Regents are elected by Governors. December, 7

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—financial
ACS financial statement for year ending December 31, 1974. July, 14-17

ADVISORY COUNCILS
Advisory Councils for the surgical specialties. February, 26

ALCOHOL
Regents reaffirm 1973 resolution on driving while under influence of alcohol. April, 3&4

ANESTHESIA
Traces of anesthetics may be risky to OR personnel. January, 5

ARTZ, CURTIS P.
Receives 1974 National Safety Council Award. February, 4

AUDIT, PATIENT CARE
Difficulties in applying patient care audit to surgeons (Devitt, JE). May, 18-21
Screening in medical care assessment (Slee, VN). June, 7-11

AUSTRALIA
Financing surgical care: an international overview (Rank, BK). May, 14-17

BARRIERS, OPERATING ROOM
Operating room barriers—idealism, practicality, and the future. September, 16

BASIC SURGERY EXAMINATION
Set for April, 1976. August, 4

BYLAWS, ACS
Bylaws amended to protect College Regents and Officers. January, 31

CANCER
Two manuals published by Commission on Cancer. January, 4
September 1, 1974 supplement to January 1, 1974 list of cancer programs approved. January, 28&29
Cancer programs approved by ACS as of January 1, 1975. April, 18-28

The tumor registry as therapy. June, 28
April 11, 1975 supplement to January 1, 1975 list of cancer programs approved. July, 18&19
American Joint Committee representatives meet with National Cancer Center of Japan. August, 5
Two join Commission on Cancer as field surveyors. October, 5
Benjamin F. Byrd, Jr. retires as chairman, Commission on Cancer. December, 4

CHAPTERS, ACS—listing of future meetings published monthly
Guadalajara to hold annual meeting February 18-21, 1976. October, 5
Lebanon to hold 7th Surgical Congress in Beirut, February 19-21, 1976. October, 5

CLINICAL CONGRESSES
How to submit papers for 1975 Clinical Congress. January, 58
Deadlines set for (1975) Congress contributions. March, 4
Scientific exhibits for 1975 Clinical Congress close May 1. April, 4
Program for 1975 Clinical Congress features variety. June, 4&6
Outline of program for 1975 Clinical Congress. August, 6-62
How to submit motion pictures for 1976 Clinical Congress. November, 5
Subject of director’s memo. December, 38

CLINITAPES, ACS
Available from 1974 Clinical Congress. February, 4
Catalog of ACS/Clinitapes prepared for surgical specialties. June, 6
Catalog lists 1,200 hours of instruction from ACS meetings. December, 37

COLON AND RECTAL SURGERY
Special requirements for graduate education in Colon and Rectal Surgery. October, 16&18
1975 report of the American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 19&20

COMMITTEES, ACS
Standing committees of the American College of Surgeons, 1975. March, 27-31&34

COMMUNICATIONS
Communications course popular at 1974 Clinical Congress. February, 5
Sixth communications course scheduled for October 11&12, 1975. June, 5

COMPUTERS
Non-clinical postgraduate course feature of 1975 Spring Meeting. April, 3&4

COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONAL AND HOSPITAL ACTIVITIES
Launches emergency care record abstracts. May, 6
Work begins on third generation of quality study. September, 3

CRITERIA SETS
Sets of criteria for Professional Standards Review Organizations’ review (in general surgery) available (from ACS) in June. May, 6&8

30 American College of Surgeons
DEATH
Surgical ethics and the dying patient. June, 12-18

DIRECTOR'S MEMO
Annual review. January, 31&35
Professional liability. February, 35
Confidentiality of health records. March, 36
Physician manpower. April, 30&31
Health leadership. May, 3
Continuing education. June, 30
SOSSUS—The Study on Surgical Services for the United States. July, 23&22
The government of the College. August, 63
Women in medicine. September, 30
Application for Fellowship. October, 66&67
Congressional manpower hearings. November, 31
Clinical Congress—1975. December, 38

EDUCATION, CONTINUING—see also SESAP II
Emphasis will be on postgraduate education at 1975 Spring Meeting. January, 6
ACS/Clinitapes available from 1974 Clinical Congress. February, 4
Education in trauma: the surgeon's responsibility (Wickstrom, J—1974 Scudder Oration). April, 7-14
Candidates, applicants, MDs can sign up for 1976 scientific tour. June, 3&7
Catalog of ACS/Clinitapes prepared for surgical specialties. June, 8
New series of continuing education courses in trauma to start in fall. June, 25
Subject of director's memo. June, 30
Registration for 1976 scientific tour ends November 1. October, 3
Outline of program for 1976 ACS Spring Meeting. November, 21-26
Catalog lists 1,200 hours of instruction from ACS meetings. December, 36

EDUCATION, GRADUATE
Report of discussion group, ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 22&23
Current status of the first postdoctoral year (symposium from 1974 Clinical Congress). March, 12-23
Recent history of the internship (Holden, WD). March, 14-16
Present regulations regarding the first postdoctoral year (Tracy, RH). March, 21-23
Supplement to approved programs of graduate education. April, 15&16
Committee for Rotation of Surgeons-in-training lists cooperating residencies. May, 5
Summary of conference on first postdoctoral year held at ACS headquarters, February 22, 1975. July, 13&18
Basic surgery examination set for April, 1976. August, 4
Fundamental requirements for graduate education in surgery. October, 7
General requirements for graduate education in surgery. October, 8-14

EDUCATION, UNDERGRADUATE
EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE—see trauma

ETHICS
ACS Statements on Principles. January, 7-12
Surgical ethics and the dying patient. June, 12-18

FELLOWS AND FACTS—see monthly listings
FELLOWS, DECEASED
Since publication of September 1974 Bulletin. March, 32&33
Since publication of March 1975 Bulletin. May, 30&31
W.B. Powers, founder. July, 20
Since publication of May 1975 Bulletin. July, 20
Since publication of July 1975 Bulletin. September, 26
Since publication of September 1975 Bulletin. November, 30

FELLOWSHIP, APPLICATION FOR
Subject of director's memo. October, 66&67

FELLOWS, HONORARY
Professor John Cedric Goligher (1974). January, 14
Professor Boris V. Petrovsky (1974). January, 15
Professor Shigeru Sakakibara (1974). January, 16
Five to receive Honorary FACS at 1975 Clinical Congress. August, 8

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1974 report to the Fellows. February, 7-14
Financial report for ACS for year ending December 31, 1974. July, 14-17

FORBES, ROBERT D.
Robert D. Forbes, ACS founder, dies. January, 5

continued
SUBJECT INDEX

FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES
United Kingdom to test linguistic capacity of overseas-trained MDs. September, 4

FOUNDERS, ACS—see Fellows Deceased

FRAC TURE CARE
The role of leadership in the quality of fracture care (Gaston, SR). November, 16-23

FRANCE
Financing surgical care: an international overview (Mercadier, M). May, 7-17

GOVERNMENT-MEDICAL RELATIONS
Health leadership (director's memo). May, 34
Medicare pays 53 percent of aged's health costs. September, 4
Professional liability—the crisis and approaches to a solution. November, 7-15
Congressional manpower hearings (director's memo). November, 31

GRIMM, ELEANOR K.
Eleanor K. Grimm, first ACS employee, dies June 12. August, 3

HEALTH CARE SPENDING
U.S. health care spending goes over $100 billion for first time in history. May, 5

HEALTH LEADERSHIP
Subject of director's memo. May, 34

HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS
Eight million now enrolled in HMOs. March, 4

HISTORY
J. Marion Sims: woman's surgeon and more (Sparkman, RS). March, 7-11
Canada seeking Bethune-created surgical artifacts. May, 4

HOSPITALS—see also Operating Room
Four areas of management addressed in operating room survey. July, 5
Hospital occupancy rate up to 75.6 percent in 1974. July, 5
Categorization of hospital emergency capabilities—a progress report (Hampton, OP, Jr.). July, 6-11
Work begins on third generation of quality study. September, 5
CPHA compiles hospital length of stay data. November, 5

INDIA
Surgery in the tropics subject of meeting in Bombay January 11-16, 1976. August, 5

INTERPROFESSIONAL RELATIONS—see also Surgical Practice

The house of surgery: the independence and interdependence of the surgical specialties (Millis, JS). January, 17-19

INSURANCE
FACS group insurance administrator explains key feature of program. February, 5
No-fault's author proposes extension to all 'accidents'. April, 5
Underwriters to report data on malpractice insurance. June, 8,5
Improvements announced in FACS group insurance. June, 4
Medicare pays 53 percent of aged's health costs. September, 4
Bypassing medical malpractice claims by contract (O'Connell, J). September, 7-9

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Problems and concerns of non-U.S. Governors; report of discussion group, ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 24&25
Committee for Rotation of Surgeons-in-training lists cooperating residencies. May, 5
Financing surgical care: an international overview. May, 7-17
Carlos Nava-Gutierrez is named International Guest Scholar for 1975. August, 4
Israel Surgical Society to sponsor convention November 1&5, 1975, Tel Aviv. September, 5
11th Congress of European Society for Surgical Research to be held April 27-30, 1976, in Dublin. October, 6
Joint Surgical Congress attracts 1,300 to Edinburgh. November, 3

JAPAN
National Cancer Center of Japan meets with American Joint Committee. August, 5

KENNEDY, ROBERT H.
A tribute to Robert H. Kennedy (Gaston, SR). May, 27-29

LECTURES
1974 Scudder Oration on Trauma (Wickstrom, J). April, 7-14
1975 Presidential Address (Scott, HW, Jr.). November, 7-15
1975 Scudder Oration on Trauma (Gaston, SR). November, 16-23
1975 Martin Memorial (Dunphy, JE). December, 9-14

LIBRARY, ACS
ACS library function limited to in-house staff services. September, 3

MEDICAL LIABILITY COMMISSION
An introduction to the Medical Liability Commission. April, 29
MLC seeks stronger review powers by licensing boards. June, 4

MOTION PICTURES
1974 Cine Clinic films now available for rental. September, 24&25
How to submit motion pictures for 1976 Clinical Congress. November, 5

NAVA-GUTIERREZ, CARLOS
Named International Guest Scholar for 1975. August, 4

NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY
View of the American Board of Neurological Surgery regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 17
Special requirements for graduate education in Neurological Surgery. October, 16
1975 report of the American Board of Neurological Surgery to the ACS B/R. December, 20

NICK, WILLIAM V.
Joins ACS staff as professional liability consultant. June, 5

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
View of the residency review committee representative from American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 17
1975 report of American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology to ACS B/R. December, 24&25

OFFICERS, ACS
Past presidents meet October 22, 1974. January, 5
ACS bylaws amended to protect College Regents and officers. January, 31
H. William Scott, Jr. assumes Presidency. December, 3
George R. Dunlop elected President-elect. December, 5

OPERATING ROOM
April 1975 supplement to bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. May, 25-28&29
Four areas of management addressed in operating room survey. July, 5
Operating room barriers—idealism, practicality, and the future (Bernard, HR). September, 16
October 1975 supplement to bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. November, 27-29

ORGAN TRANSPLANT
A review of human solid organ transplantation (Bergan, JJ). March 24-26

ORR COLLECTION
ACS loans rare volumes to University of Nebraska Medical Center. February, 3

OR TECHNICIANS
Four operating room technicians programs approved. July, 3

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
View of American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 17 & 18
Association of Orthopaedic Chairmen sets up academic placement service. June, 6
1975 report of American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 26&27

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
View of American Board of Otolaryngology regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 18&19
Special requirements for graduate education in Otolaryngology. October, 18&17
1975 report of American Board of Otolaryngology to ACS B/R. December, 25&26

PANAMA
Financing surgical care: an international overview (Wong, JC). May, 11-14

PHYSICIAN'S ART
American Physician's Art Association encourages organization of regional art exhibits. February, 4

PLASTIC SURGERY
Special requirements for graduate education in Plastic Surgery. October, 18
1975 report of American Board of Plastic Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 21

POWERS, WALTER B.

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
Report of discussion groups, ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 17-19
Summary of December 28, 1974 statement on medical malpractice insurance (Weinberger, CW). February, 34
December 30, 1974 letter to ACS Fellows in New York State (Stinchfield, FE). February, 34
Subject of director's memo. February, 35
Author of no-fault automobile insurance proposes extension to all 'accidents'. April, 5
A status report on professional liability (Hanlon, CR). April, 5-1-S-4
An introduction to the Medical Liability Commission. April, 29
Underwriters to report data on malpractice insurance. June, 8&5
William V. Nick joins ACS staff as professional liability consultant. June, 5
Takes major share of attention at June B/R meeting. September, 8&4
Bypassing medical malpractice claims by contract (O'Connell, J). September, 7-9
Institute of Medicine of Chicago to sponsor session on liability November 7, 1975. October, 6
Defendants win 87 percent of verdicts in trials in orthopaedic study. November, 3
Professional liability—the crisis and approaches to a solution (Scott, HW, Jr.). November, 7-15
Report of discussion group, ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 15-17
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Non-clinical postgraduate course a feature of 1971 Spring Meeting. April 3&5
Outline of program for 1976 ACS Spring Meeting November, 24-26
Spring Meeting (1976) registration forms to be mailed this month. December, 6

STAFF, ACS
R. Wanda Hauber (personnel director) and James N. Haug (director, surgical practice) join ACS staff. March, 8
Oscar P. Hampton, Jr. assumes new ACS duties as consultant in trauma. May, 4
Harold A. Zintel elected chairman of Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities. May, 6
William V. Nick joins ACS staff as professional liability consultant. June, 5

SURGERY
View of American Board of Surgery regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 19&20
Sets of criteria for PSRO review (in general surgery) available in June. May, 3&4
Introduction to the general surgery criteria sets for PSRO screening. June, 24&25
Special requirements for graduate education in surgery. October 18-20
1975 report of American Board of Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 21-23

SURGICAL FORUM
Contributions to 1975 Surgical Forum are requested. January, 20&21
Surgical Forum Volume (1975) dedicated to Robert M. Zollinger. December, 36

SURGICAL MANPOWER
Report of discussion group (surgeon's assistant) ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 28
Physician manpower (director's memo). April, 30&31
Emergency Medical Services Systems Act of 1973—history and potential consequences (Harvey, JC). June, 19-22
Four operating room technicians programs approved. July, 3
ACS, ASA release SOSSUS findings. July, 3&4, 22
A review of women in surgery. September, 21-22
Subject of director's memo. November, 31

SURGICAL PRACTICE
ACS statements on principles. January, 7-12
Surgical patient care in hospitals of 50 beds or less; report of discussion group, ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 23&24
Confidentiality in health records (director's memo). March, 35
1975 listing of surgical texts available. April, 5
AMA to sponsor conference on disabled MD. April, 16

Sets of criteria for PSRO review available in June. May, 3&4

Difficulties in applying patient care audit to surgeons (Devitt, JE). May, 18-21
Medical Liability Commission seeks stronger review powers by licensing boards. June, 4
Screening in medical care assessment (Slee, VN). June, 7-11
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A review of women in surgery. September, 21-22

Professional liability—the crisis and approaches to a solution. November 7-15

Look back for tomorrow (1975 Martin Memorial Lecture). December, 9-14

SURGICAL RESIDENTS
Physician manpower (director's memo). April, 90&91

THORACIC SURGERY
Special requirements for graduate education in thoracic surgery. October, 20&21

1975 report of American Board of Thoracic Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 23&24

TRAUMA
Three appointed to lead area committees on trauma. January, 31

Wisconsin C/T sponsors three-day course in April (1975). January, 32

Curtis P. Artz receives 1974 National Safety Council Award. February, 4

Two named chairman of state C/Ts. February, 6

Harry G. Becker receives 1974 C/T award. March, 4&5

Regents reaffirm 1973 resolution on testing for driving under influence of alcohol. April, 3&4
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Two Named to lead area C/Ts. May, 5

Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities launches emergency care record abstracts. May, 6

A tribute to Robert H. Kennedy (Gaston, SR). May, 27-29

Emergency Medical Services System Act of 1973—history and potential consequences (Harvey, JR). June, 19-22

New series of continuing education courses in trauma to start in fall. June, 28

Two FACS named to head area C/Ts. June, 28

"Early Care of the Injured Patient" translated into Spanish. June, 28

Two Fellows named to lead area C/Ts. July, 5

Categorization of hospital emergency capabilities—a progress report (Hampton, OP, Jr.). July, 6-11
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Jack Wickstrom receives Surgeon's Award from National Safety Council. December, 5

TUMOR REGISTRY
The tumor registry as therapy. June, 28

TUNISIA
Tunisia seeks surgeon to plan new residency program. October, 4

UNITED KINGDOM
To test linguistic capacity of overseas-trained MDs. September, 4

UROLOGY
View of residency review committee representative from American Board of Urology regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 20&21

Special requirements for graduate education in Urology. October, 21

1975 report of American Board of Urology to ACS B/R. December, 27

VOLUNTEERS—see also Tunisia
Doctors needed to do clinical work, teach, or temporary replace local doctors in numerous locations. February, 6

WICKSTROM, JACK
Receives 1975 National Safety Council Award. December, 5

WOMEN IN MEDICINE
Subject of director's memo. September, 30

WOMEN IN SURGERY
A review of women in surgery (Haug, JN). September, 21-23

YOUNG SURGEONS
Fourth meeting of young surgeons is March 13 & 14, 1975. March, 4

ZOLLINGER, ROBERT M.
1975 Surgical Forum Volume is dedicated to R. M. Zollinger. December, 36
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Gifts, bequests, and dissatisfaction. May 34, 35
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Medical necessity project. November, 22
Professional liability—closed claims study. December, 39

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD presented to Oscar P. Hampton, Jr. December, 7
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE: ACS statement on. May, 3, 6
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FEDERAL GOVERNMENT and the surgical profession (Holden, WD). June, 7-13
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GIFFIN, Sue joins College staff as public information coordinator. April, 3


GRADUATE EDUCATION programs: publication of lists to be discontinued in ACS Bulletin. May, 7

GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION: Influence of recent changes in ... on undergraduate surgical education. June, 21-30
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GUIDE to emergency care of eye injuries. October, 15-17

GUIDELINES for follow-up of cancer patient are available. October, 3

GUIDELINES for medical education meetings suggested. February, 5
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INDIAN Health Service seeks service of general surgeons. September, 8

INFECTION CONTROL manual is $16.00. November, 3

INFECTION, surgical: new manual published. August, 4

INSURANCE: ACS announces improvements in group insurance. May, 33
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JCAH seeks MD surveyors. November, 5

LANDRUM, S.E.: receives ACS trauma award. June, 5

LETTER to my sons (Sonneland, J). March, 7-9

LIABILITY limited for incorrect payments. March, 6

LIABILITY: today's climate major cause of. March, 3

LIFE INSURANCE: ACS sponsors new plan for Fellows. September, 4
MANPOWER: influence of SOSSUS manpower study on graduate education in surgery.
February, 20-28; March, 10-21

MANPOWER: misconceptions on surgical residency positions (Haug, JN).
September, 6-12

MARTIN MEMORIAL LECTURE (1976): Public Policy and the Paradoxes of Plenty (Heard, A).
December, 9-15

MEDICAL COSTS—Our Common Dilemma (Dunlop, GR). The 1976 Presidential Address.
November, 7-11

MEDICAL DEVICES and drugs, national conference on.
February, 6

MEXICO D.F. chapter to cosponsor tour.
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MILITARY orthopaedists to meet in November.
October, 5

MULLER, William H., Jr. new chairman of BIR.
December, 5

NAVEIRO, Juan Jose named 1976 ACS International Guest Scholar.
July, 5

NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY: 1976 report of the American Board of Neurological Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents.
December, 24-25

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY: Regents respond to CMSS request to consider Ob/Gyn as primary care specialty.
May, 3

1976 report of the American Board of Obstetrics-Gynecology to the ACS Board of Regents.
December, 28

OPERATING ROOM: College prepares supplement to bibliography.
May, 7

OPERATING ROOM: definition of surgical microbiological clean air.
January, 19-21

OR AND TRAUMA: bibliography supplemented.
November, 4

OPTIMAL hospital resources for care of the seriously injured.
September, 16-28

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY: 1976 report of the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents.
December, 29, 30

December, 29

OUT-OF-COUNTRY meetings governed by new regulations.
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PHYSICIAN MANPOWER: CCME publishes report.
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PHYSICIAN's assistants: educational programs to be reviewed by six national medical organizations.
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December, 25, 26

POSTGRADUATE course manuals from previous ACS meetings available.
September, 4

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS (1976): Medical Costs—Our Common Dilemma (Dunlop, GR).
November, 7-11

PRIMARY CARE: ACS Regents respond to CMSS request to consider Ob/Gyn as primary care specialty.
May, 3

PRIMARY CARE—the surgeon's role (Hanlon, CR).
September, 23-26

PRODUCT LIABILITY costs may dwarf medical liability.
August, 9

PUBLIC POLICY and the Paradoxes of Plenty; the 1976 Martin Memorial Lecture (Heard, A).
December, 9-15

June, 4

RADIOLOGISTS reply to mammography critics.
September, 3

RECERTIFICATION: American Board of Surgery, ACS to correlate recertification with SESAP.
October, 8

REPORTS TO THE FELLOWS (1976):
From the Chairman of the Board of Regents.
December, 16, 17
From the Chairman of the Board of Governors.
December, 16, 18
From the Director of the College.
December, 16, 19

RETIRED MD's: association formed to serve interests.
February, 3

RURAL HEALTH: AMA offers program.
April, 6

SCHERING scholarships awarded to three.
January, 3

SCHERING scholarships available to surgical residents.
July, 8

SESAP: Critique of item 343.
January, 4
Critique of items 747 and 748.
February, 4
Critique of item 404.
March, 4
Critique of item 626.
April, 4
Critique of items 641 and 642.
May, 4
Critique of items 572-574.
June, 4
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June, 6

SHOCK: guide to initial therapy of.
May 28-29

SOSSUS: Influence of SOSSUS manpower study on graduate education in surgery.
February, 20-28; March, 10-21

Misconceptions on surgical residency positions (Haug, JN).
September, 6-12
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STINCHFIELD, Frank E., new president-elect. December, 4

SURGEON'S ASSISTANT eligible to take PA examination. June, 8

"THE SURGEON": prints of college PR film available for purchase. June, 4

SURGERY
1976 Report of the American Board of Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 26
General surgery criteria sets (2nd ed.) available from College. November, 8

SURGICAL FORUM
Past volumes available. May, 4
New session in reproductive biology planned. December, 8

SURGICAL UTILIZATION rates: effect of withholding elective operations on. October, 18-19

THORACIC SURGERY
1976 Report of the American Board of Thoracic Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 27, 28
THORACIC SURGERY, standards of care in. February, 16-17

TRAGIC development of socialized medicine in Sweden (Sandblom, P). February, 18-15

TRAUMA
Tampa to host trauma seminar March 18-20. January, 29
College trauma division obtains smaller exhibit. March, 3
Boston, Springfield, Ill. to host trauma seminars. March, 5
Football ranks fourth in hazard index. April, 6
ACS statement on emergency medicine. May 8-9
College prepares supplement to bibliography. May, 7
Guide to initial therapy of shock. May, 28-29
Chicago C/T to offer 20th PG course May 12-15. May, 32
S.E. Landrum receives ACS trauma award. June, 5
Epidemiology of trauma (Hampton, OP, Jr.). July, 18-19, 29-30
Trauma course scheduled for Albuquerque October 29-30. August, 6

Optimal hospital resources for care of the seriously injured. September, 16-22
New York City to host trauma seminar. October, 5
Trauma seminar set for San Francisco Dec. 9-11. October, 8
A guide to emergency care of eye injuries. October, 15-17
Trauma motion pictures available for purchase or rental. October, 20-22
Colorado C/T sponsors thermal injury symposium. November, 4
Trauma and OR bibliographies supplemented. November, 6
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Trauma program slated for NYC. November, 6
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TRANSPLANTATION symposium held in Mexico. October, 4
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UROLOGY
1976 Report of the Board of Urology to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 80
AUA to sponsor annual seminar November 11-14. May, 4

VISUAL EDUCATION in surgery (Stephenson, GW). May, 8-18

WITTIG, John H. awarded ACS scholarship. September, 8
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